
WARNING: AIR CANNONS ARE POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS MECHANISMS.  MISUSE OR 
NEGLIGENCE CAN RESULT IN INJURY.  USE ONLY ACORDING TO OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND 
WITH CARE.  NEVER POINT AN AIR CANNON DIRECTLY AT ANOTHER PERSON.  USE ONLY UNDER 
COMPETENT ADULT SUPERVISION.  MAIN EVENTS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN INJURY DUE TO 

AIR CANNON OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

1.) Attach the Co2 container clockwise until firmly seated.  With Co2 tank attached, push the red lever 
to the forward position.  Then you can slowly turn the dial on the top of the Co2 tank and fill to desired 
level.  As you do so, you will be able to hear the Co2 fill the cannon, and see the pressure gauge start 
to rise.

2.)  Wrap your t-shirts.  To ensure a good launch, ensure that the t-shirt is tightly rolled, and secured 
with multiple rubber bands, or wrapped securely with saran wrap.  The tighter the shirt fits in the 
barrel, the better launch you will have.

3.) Load t-shirt into cannon.  You can load either one, or two.  (DO NOT CHARGE TANK BEFORE 
OR DURING LOADING.)  Be sure to push shirts to bottom of the barrel, with push rod, to ensure best 
launch.  Do not stand directly in front of barrel while loading.  Stand to the side and make sure that 
the trigger is not pushed to prevent unintentional firing.

4.) Fill to the desired pressure.  (The following are approximate launch distances that a shirt will travel 
based on the PSI.
          10 PSI = 30’    50  PSI = 150’
          20 PSI = 60’    80  PSI = 200’
         30 PSI = 110’  100  PSI = 225+’
          40 PSI = 125’
        
Test the PSI pressure / distance prior to using live at your event, to make sure of the correct distance.  
If too much Co2 is filled, you can release the pressure by pulling the ring on the pressure release 
valve.

5.) Launch your shirt!  Be sure to angle the barrel upward, fire shirt up in the air, and let it descend 
down to the crowd.  Never aim directly at another person or animal.

6. When finished, release excess pressure from valve, and unscrew tank.  Never leave tank on gun 
when not in use.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
- Each tank will shoot around 25 shots.  If you run out of Co2, tanks are standard tanks used in 
paintball, and can be filled at many sporting good stores, or additional tanks can be rented at the time 
of rental.
- Store Co2 tanks at room temperature.  Tanks are equipped with safety mechanism and will vent if 

By signing below, renter acknoledges that they have read rules for cannon usage.  They obtain 
responsibility of the unit, and waive Main Events Party Rental from any damage or injury as a result of 
misuse.

SIGNATURE: DATE:

RENTER NAME:

INVOICE #:
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